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Property Description

Additional Details

80 Secure Basement Car Spaces
Market Leading Parking Operator
Strong Location Adjacent Canberra Centre
Opportunities to secure CBD car parking investments in Canberra are rare and with recent
growth in rental rates, this is an ideal time to capitalise on strong market conditions. Offered
with a recognised national operator, Wilson Parking, this brand new complex is situated
immediately adjacent to the Canberra Centre and boasts 333 residential apartments and 30
commercial premises within the precinct. This is a unique offering that provides immediate
income security, growth potential through increasing occupancy, and an exit strategy to
deliver a strong total return.
LOCATION
45 Ainslie Place, Braddon is located in the exciting new inner-city precinct of Founders
Lane on the door stop of the CBD. This perfectly desired location is a stone's throw away
from the Canberra Centre and the heart of the CBD. Just a quick walk north is the bustling
precinct of Lonsdale Street which offers an abundance of eatery options with some of the
highest regarded bars, cafes and restaurants Canberra has to offer. The proximity to
Canberra's large Commonwealth Government office buildings has ensured that Braddon
has and will continue to be, a highly sought-after location for commercial tenants.
LEASE COVENANT
Wilson Group Limited started in 1962 with a single car park in Perth. After more than 50
years, Wilson’s purpose is still the same. Wilson exists to create enduring value for their
people, customers, and the communities in which they operate in. They have achieved this
by expanding their business from parking to include security, health, and storage
businesses across the Asia Pacific. Wilson Parking have more than 1,500 car-parking
properties across Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, and Malaysia. The marketing leading
group provide safe, clean, and technology-enabled parking for over a million people every
day. Wilson's use of technology has led the industry with mobile apps and have provided
customers with a state-of-the-art customer contact centre operating ...
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